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This year autumnal group exhibition at ABC-ARTE presents works of artists Massimo Kaufmann,
Shozo Shimamoto, Hermann Nitsch, Yang Maoyuan and Matteo Negri.
In this collective, works from the recent past of ABC-ARTE will dialogue with works related to the
latter years of the gallery at the new offices in Via XX Settembre, 11A.
Among the most interesting pieces, in fact, there are two pathways by Shimamoto -"Please, walk
on here"- created by the artist according to his original projects, now preserved at the Centre
Pompidou and exposed only once at his personal at the Museum of Contemporary Art Villa Croce's
2008. Related to the same show is also another work by the Gutai artist died earlier this year, a
majestic canvas of about two by three meters, which was created in Genoa, during a performance
which opened the japanese artist's personal.Among the other works on display, some large-scale
works by Matteo Negri, recently been busy in a urban installative event held in the town of Santa
Margherita Ligure, and some fine paintings of the chinese Yang Maoyuan.
A novelty is the presence of a work on canvas by Massimo Kaufmann, milanese artist thereby
opening up its partnership with ABC-ARTE, following several personal exhibitions recently
dedicated to him in important spaces and museums as Pio Monti, Carlotta Pesce in Bologna, as
well as the MAMbo, and important group exhibitions as Cantiere del '900 in Milan.
In a combination of works coming from past experiences and other more recents, ABC-ARTE
-remaining loyal to to its path- offers attractive investment opportunities: selected works are in
fact to be followed and analyzed with attention, as in continuity with the rising quality of the
artists, also and already rewarded by an increase in the international market valuations.
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